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Abstract: Information-centric networking (ICN) is expected to be a candidate for future internet
architecture, and it supports features such as multicast that improves bandwidth utilization and
transmission efficiency. However, multicast itself does not provide congestion control. When multiple
multicast groups coexist, multicast traffic may exhaust all network resources, and cause network congestion and packet loss. Additionally, traditional IP multicast congestion control mechanisms cannot
be directly applied to ICN architecture. Therefore, it is necessary to consider an effective congestion
control mechanism for ICN multicast. This paper proposes a single-rate multicast congestion control
mechanism, called SRMCC. It supports router-assisted awareness of the network congestion state
and congestion control message aggregation. Moreover, the fair shared rate estimation method is
innovatively proposed to achieve protocol fairness. Most importantly, it adjusts the rate according to
different congestion states indicated by the queue occupancy ratio. By introducing a rate selection
factor, it can achieve a balance between packet loss rate and throughput. Experimental results show
that our proposal outperforms other mechanisms in throughput, packet loss rate, total bandwidth
utilization, and overhead, and achieves protocol fairness and better TCP friendliness.
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1. Introduction

Eleni Tsiropoulou

Current network architecture and data delivery methods can no longer meet the demand for the efficient transmission of massive data in the future. Researchers are working
hard on various supporting technologies, especially the optimization of network architecture [1]. A new network paradigm called information-centric networking (ICN) [2–4] has
attracted wide attention.
Unlike host-to-host communication in traditional IP networks, ICN is concerned
with the content object itself rather than the location. Separating identity and location,
ICN names information and uses the corresponding name rather than the IP address as
identification for network traffic. Some ICN solutions have emerged. We are concerned
with ICN solutions that can coexist with existing IP networks to achieve incremental
deployment and smooth evolution, such as data-oriented network architecture (DONA) [5],
MobilityFirst [6], information network (NetInf) [7], and (SEANet) [8]. In such solutions, a
name resolution system (NRS) is used to map names to locators and requests are routed to
the source based on the locator.
To solve the problems faced in implementing these architectures, many related key
techniques are still being investigated, such as naming, routing, caching, multicast [9,10],
security, and transport. This paper focuses on the study of multicast transport control
techniques, more specifically the multicast congestion control mechanism.
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Multicast provides an efficient data transmission method, saving network resources
through one-to-many and many-to-many transmission [11]. However, multicast itself does
not consider how to deal with changes in network conditions and adjust the transmission
rate. When a large amount of multicast traffic exists, the multicast source still transmits
data at a fixed rate, which is bound to cause more serious congestion and packet loss.
In addition, the multicast delivery stream may be widely distributed across the entire
network along the multipoint delivery tree, and if the multicast application cannot respond
correctly to network congestion, it will have a more serious impact on the network than the
congestion caused by the unicast delivery application [12].
Moreover, the different branch bandwidths of the multicast delivery path and the
heterogeneity of receivers make multicast congestion control very difficult [13]. The traditional multicast congestion control mechanism determines the sending rate according to
the processing capacity of the worst-performing receiver, which is inefficient and unfair to
other receivers. In ICN, some new multicast construction methods have appeared. But as
far as we know, there is currently no effective congestion control mechanism that can be
applied to ICN multicast. Therefore, it is necessary to study a congestion control mechanism for ICN multicast which can adapt to changes in the network environment and avoid
major congestion.
In this paper, we focus on designing an efficient single-rate multicast congestion control
mechanism to improve multicast transmission performance. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows:

•

•

•

We design a multicast congestion control mechanism called SRMCC in ICN. SRMCC
provides router-assisted awareness of the network congestion state, a congestion control
message (MCC) aggregation mechanism, and a single-rate adaptation method. To achieve
protocol fairness, a fair shared rate estimation method is also innovatively proposed.
The single-rate adaptation method proposed in SRMCC adaptively adjusts the multicast rate according to the congestion state indicated by the queue occupancy ratio and
introduces a rate selection factor to achieve a balance between packet loss rate and
throughput. The definition of network congestion states is provided.
We develop and implement the SRMCC mechanism in NS-2 [14], and compare it
with TFMCC, ASMP, and PerIfwithECN. The experimental results prove that SRMCC
achieves protocol fairness, improves throughput and total bandwidth utilization,
reduces the packet loss rate, and achieves better TCP friendliness than the other
three mechanisms. We also verify the effectiveness of the proposed MCC aggregation
mechanism by comparing overhead.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We review the related work about
multicast congestion control mechanisms in Section 2. Section 3 describes the overall design
of SRMCC and its main network elements designed for multicast congestion control. In
Section 4, the adaptive rate calculation and adjustment method are described in detail. We
then evaluate the performance and discuss the simulation experiments results in Section 5.
Finally, we conclude the work in Section 6.
2. Related Work
There are many researchers dedicated to the study of multicast congestion control [15–18]. Most of the mechanisms are based on rate rather than window, because
many window-based AIMD algorithms reduce the size of the window by half when they
encounter congestion, so that the change in throughput is quite obvious [19]. In contrast,
the adjustment of sending rates makes the fluctuation of throughput smoother. Existing rate-based multicast congestion control mechanisms can be divided into two main
categories: single-rate congestion control, and multi-rate congestion control [20].
In multi-rate mechanisms, the multicast source maintains multiple layers with different
transmission rates, and receivers subscribe to different subsets of layers according to
network bandwidth and congestion status [18]. However, these mechanisms are relatively
complex and require frequent feedback [15]. Single-rate multicast congestion control
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approaches are very effective and easily applied [21], and the mechanism proposed in this
paper also belongs to this category. We have focused on various mechanisms which employ
the single-rate method and a multicast source to control congestion. For the sake of brevity
and novelty, the literature reviews of typical mechanisms in this category are as follows.
Ref. [22] introduced a new single-rate multicast congestion control scheme called
explicit rate multicast congestion control (ERMCC). However, ERMCC achieves TCP
friendliness only on the path to the slowest receiver with the proper adjustment of its rate
adaptation parameters.
Pragmatic general multicast congestion control (PGMCC) [23] is a window-based
TCP-like scheme which is based on positive ACKs between the sender and the group
representative (the acker). Only the acker is responsible for sending positive ACKs to the
multicast source, miming a classic TCP receiver. When packet loss events occur, other
receivers send NACKs. In reality, PGMCC does not provide a feedback suppression
mechanism.
TCP-friendly multicast congestion control (TFMCC) [24] extends the basic mechanisms
of TFRC [25] to dynamically adjust the sending rate. To ensure TCP fairness, TFMCC
adopts a conservative method to control the sending rate, which estimates the steady-state
throughput of the TCP source according to an equation, and simultaneously uses the
round trip time (RTT) and packet loss rate of the slowest receiver mentioned as the current
limiting receiver (CLR). However, TFMCC responds slowly to varying networks that cause
CLR changes.
Adaptive smooth multicast protocol (ASMP) [26] is a single-rate multicast transport
control mechanism designed for multimedia applications. According to the TCP-friendly
rate control (TFRC) specification [25], multicast receivers need to calculate the TCP-friendly
bandwidth share. The smoothness is achieved by dynamically estimating protocol parameters and adjusting the “smoothness factor”. However, ASMP does not consider the buffer
status of the router.
Generalized multicast congestion control (GMCC) [27] uses a set of independent
single-rate sub-sessions (also called layers) as building blocks to provide multi-rate features
with low complexity. The receiver is responsible for joining and leaving layers. Compared
to other multi-rate schemes, GMCC can vary the number of layers and the transmission
rate within the layers.
A multicast congestion avoidance scheme named MCA was proposed by [28], which
was based on rate and end-to-end. It provides two different schemes based on bit-based
and explicit rate-based feedback models. They can avoid the drop-to-zero problem and are
fair to unicast congestion avoidance schemes.
Additionally, in the field of ICN, Ref. [29] proposed a lightweight enhancement to the
content-oriented publish/subscribe system (R-COPSS) not only for reliability but also for
flow and congestion control. It selects an ACKer according to the minimum rate that the
publisher can support for the particular pub/sub tree, the packet loss rate, and throughput
reported by the subscribers. Then the publisher adjusts the sending rate in a TCP-like
way based on the received ACKs. Moreover, a retransmission-based reliable multicast
transport for the publish/subscribe internet (PSI) architecture (RMTPSI) [30] was proposed
to ensure the reliability of multicast transmission. However, it did not provide a congestion
control method, nor did it give an appropriate multicast sending rate. For MobilityFirst
architecture, [31] proposed a congestion control mechanism that adopts traffic source rate
control and explicit congestion notification from routers. But, at the scale of large networks,
the overhead of router feedback would be very large. In addition, some NDN-based
congestion control mechanisms have been proposed. NDN supports native multicast
delivery because data are able to flow back to the multi-interface at the same time as long as
they have the same content name [32]. To avoid congestion, a link quality-based congestion
control (LQCC) scheme [33] selects the optimal and stable path according to the defined
dynamic metrics related to NDN communication and other metrics such as link utilization,
cache store, and the mobility impact. A multipath forwarding strategy for content-centric
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As shown in Figure 1, the multicast system adopted by SRMCC mainly includes NRS,
multicast sources, routers, and multicast receivers. The globally unique multicast group
identifier (GUMGID) is assigned to every multicast service entity, and NRS maintains the
mappings between GUMGIDs and multiple multicast tree node (MTN) NAs, thus enabling
the multicast receiver to easily join or leave the multicast service. After the multicast tree
is constructed, the multicast data is transmitted along the multicast tree. In the process
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The MTN is responsible for perceiving the network state, estimating the fair shared
rate, and aggregating MCC messages. Specifically, we designed an MCC table in the MTN
to achieve feedback message aggregation. As shown in Figure 3, each MTN maintains an
MCC table, which records information on fields relating to the maximum occupancy ratio
(Max qocc), minimum occupancy ratio (Min qocc), and minimum fair shared rate (Min fair
shared rate) of each multicast group.
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checks the number of GUMGID in the MNFT so that it knows the current number of multicast groups. It then randomly samples the received data packets, and different unicast
flows are distinguished based on source ID and destination ID, or the source IP and destination IP in IP packets. Thereby, 𝑀𝑇𝑁 gets the estimated total number of flows 𝑁 (t).
The ratio of the link bandwidth 𝐶 between the 𝑀𝑇𝑁 and the upstream node to 6𝑁of(t)
18
is the estimated fair shared rate, which is recorded as the minimum fair shared rate (Min
fair shared rate) in the MCC table of 𝑀𝑇𝑁 .
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i +(1 −
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the=Min
rate
is less than the value
recorded in the MCC table, then the Min fair shared rate in the MCC table is updated. Simwhere α (0 < α < 1) is a weighting factor. qocc
is recorded as the maximum occupancy
ilarly, the values of Max qocc and Min qocc areav,i
updated by comparing the Max qocc and
ratio (Max qocc) and minimum occupancy ratio (Min qocc) in the MCC table of MTNi .
Min qocc in the message and the Max qocc and Min qocc in the MCC table. A new MCC
Inspired by [37,38], we propose a fair shared rate estimation method. The MTNi checks
message is then generated according to the MCC table in the MTN after a period of
time,
the number of GUMGID in the MNFT so that it knows the current number of multicast
so that only one MCC message is forwarded upstream.
groups. It then randomly samples the received data packets, and different unicast flows are
The multicast source initially transmits multicast data at the initial rate, and then dydistinguished based on source ID and destination ID, or the source IP and destination IP in
namically adjusts the sending rate according to the network conditions. According to
IP packets. Thereby, MTNi gets the estimated total number of flows Ni (t). The ratio of the
Equation (2), the multicast source acquires the minimum fair shared rate 𝑅
,
link bandwidth Ci between the MTNi and the upstream node to Ni (t) is the estimated fair
shared rate, which is recorded as the minimum fair shared rate (Min fair shared rate) in the
MCC table of MTNi .
Next, we introduce the MCC messages aggregation mechanism. As shown in Figure 3,
when receiving the MCC message from the downstream, the MTN extracts the three fields
in the message, and then uses the GUMGID as an index to look up the MCC table. The
MTN then compares the values of the three fields in the message with the values recorded
in the MCC table. If the Min fair shared rate in the message is less than the value recorded
in the MCC table, then the Min fair shared rate in the MCC table is updated. Similarly, the
values of Max qocc and Min qocc are updated by comparing the Max qocc and Min qocc in
the message and the Max qocc and Min qocc in the MCC table. A new MCC message is then
generated according to the MCC table in the MTN after a period of time, so that only one
MCC message is forwarded upstream.
The multicast source initially transmits multicast data at the initial rate, and then
dynamically adjusts the sending rate according to the network conditions. According to
Equation (2), the multicast source acquires the minimum fair shared rate R f air−shared ,

R f air−shared = min


Ci
, Caccess , i ∈ N
Ni (t)

(2)

where N is the set of MTNs.
4. Rate Adaptation
In this section, we propose a novel rate adaptation algorithm derived from ALINEA [39],
which is a classical traffic control algorithm. We redesign the algorithm and redefine the
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meaning of the algorithm parameters in SRMCC. As shown in Equation (3), R(t + 1)cal and
R(t) mean the calculation rate at time interval t + 1 and the sending rate at time interval
t, respectively:
R(t + 1)cal = R(t) × (1 + w × (Oth − O(t))
(3)
where, O(t) is the current queue occupancy ratio, w is the weight factor, and Oth is the
queue occupancy ratio threshold. The values of w and Oth are adaptable. At different
stages, they are assigned different values to control the fluctuation of variations in the
calculation rate. Specifically, the definition of Oth is provided in Section 4.1. Moreover, the
value of Oth and the calculation method of w in different congestion stages are proposed
in Section 4.2. Then, the minimum rate R(t + 1)min and the maximum rate R(t + 1)max for
next time interval are determined in Equation (4).


R(t + 1) = min R(t + 1)cal , R f air−shared
(4)
Next, we define the congestion state value, and then give the rate calculation method
corresponding to each congestion state value. Then, we give the rate selection strategy. The
overall algorithm pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 1.
4.1. Congestion State Value Definition
In wired links, the queue overflow of routers is the main cause of congestion packet
loss. Therefore, we take queue occupancy ratio as the main indicator of current congestion
condition. First, based on the queue occupancy condition, we set two queue occupancy ratio
thresholds, Oth1 and Oth2 . Then, according to the relationship between the current queue
occupancy ratio O(t) and the two thresholds, we define four congestion state values (0, 1,
2, 3) corresponding to the stages of no occupancy, light occupancy, moderate occupancy,
and heavy occupancy.

0,
O(t) = 0



1,
0 < O(t) ≤ Oth1
congestion state value =
2, Oth1 < O(t) ≤ Oth2



3,
O(t) > Oth2

(5)

4.2. Rate Calculation
In this section, the rate adjustment method in each stage is introduced in detail. In a
round of rate adjustment, the maximum queue occupancy ratio Omax and the minimum
queue occupancy ratio Omin are used, respectively, as the input of the rate calculation module, and the minimum rate R(t + 1)min and the maximum rate R(t + 1)max are output, respectively. Finally, the final sending rate is obtained according to the rate selection strategy.
4.2.1. No Occupancy Stage
During the startup stage, the multicast source knows nothing about the network. In
order to prevent congestion of the network caused by sending a large number of data
packets, at this beginning stage, we adopt a conservative method that starts sending at a
slow rate. At this stage, the R(t + 1)min or R(t + 1)max calculation method for each round
is as follows:
R(t + 1) = 2.0 × R(t)
(6)
4.2.2. Light Occupancy Stage
After the startup stage, the queue begins to be occupied. Due to the occupancy ratio
being relatively low at this time, the sending rate should continue to be increased. As the
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occupancy ratio increases, the growth rate of the sending rate should be reduced. Therefore,
we introduce a quadratic function to adjust the value of w. At this stage, Oth is set as Oth1 .
w =1−

3 O ( t )2
×
4
Oth1 2

(7)

Then R(t + 1)min or R(t + 1)max are adjusted for the next round according to
Equations (3) and (4).
4.2.3. Moderate Occupancy Stage
When the queue occupancy ratio is larger than Oth1 and less than Oth2 , network
congestion is likely to occur, so the growth rate of the sending rate should be reduced faster
than during the light occupancy stage. To do this, we introduce a linear function to linearly
reduce w. At the same time, in order to improve throughput, the rate is still not reduced at
this stage.
1 O(t) − Oth2
w= ×
(8)
4
Oth1 − Oth2
Then R(t + 1)min or R(t + 1)max are adjusted for the next round according to
Equations (3) and (4).
4.2.4. Heavy Occupancy Stage
At this time, the queue occupancy ratio has exceeded the maximum threshold Oth2 ,
and network congestion is prone to occur or has occurred. In order to alleviate network
congestion, the usual approach is to decrease the rate immediately. However, if the current
queue is mainly occupied by other competing streams, continuously reducing the multicast
sending rate will cause the multicast throughput to drop-to-zero. To maintain fairness, it is
necessary to determine whether the heavy occupancy is caused by the multicast traffic itself.
We innovatively introduce the minimum fair shared rate R f air−shared as the demarcation,
and the calculation rate for the next time interval is adjusted according to Equation (9).


(
min R(t + 1)cal , 12 × R(t) , R(t) ≥ R f air−shared
R(t + 1)cal =
(9)
2.0 × R(t),
R(t) < R f air−shared
As shown in Equation (9), when R(t) is larger than or equal to R f air−shared , the heavy
occupancy state is caused by multicast traffic. Therefore, the multicast rate should be
reduced to alleviate congestion. At this time, (Oth − O(t)) is a negative value, and w is set
to 1.0 in Equation (3) to speed up the decline of the calculation rate. When R(t) is less than
R f air−shared , the situation is caused by other competing traffic, and the multicast rate should
be increased to preempt bandwidth and prevent throughput from dropping to zero.
Finally, R(t + 1)min or R(t + 1)max are adjusted for the next round according to Equation (4).
4.3. Rate Selection Strategy
Unlike other classic IP multicast congestion control methods, we do not adjust the
multicast rate according to the receiver with worst receiving capability. By introducing the
rate selection factor γ, we make full use of the buffer of router to improve throughput. The
optimal packet loss rate and throughput can be achieved simultaneously by setting the
value of γ properly.
According to the rate calculation method in the last section, the minimum rate
R(t + 1)min and the maximum rate R(t + 1)max are calculated based on the maximum
queue occupancy ratio Omax and the minimum queue occupancy ratio Omin . According to
Equation (10), the final sending rate for the next interval can be determined.
R(t + 1) = R(t + 1)min + γ × ( R(t + 1)max − R(t + 1)min )

(10)
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Algorithm 1. The Adaptation Method of Rate
Input: O(t), R f air−shared
Output: R(t + 1)
1: initialization: Oth1 = 0.25, Oth2 = 0.5, γ = 0.15, R(t + 1)min = R(t + 1)max = 0
2: for O(t) in {Omin , Omax } do
3:
if O(t) = 0 then
4:
congestion state value = 0
5:
calculate R(t + 1)min or R(t + 1)max using Equation (6)
6:
else if 0 < O(t) ≤ Oth1 then
O ( t )2

7:
8:
9:
10:

congestion state value = 1, Oth = Oth1 , w = 1 − 43 × O 2
th1
R(t + 1) cal = R(t) × (1 + w × (Oth − O(t))
calculate R(t + 1)min or R(t + 1)max using Equation (4)
else if Oth1 < O(t) ≤ Oth2 then

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

th2
congestion state value = 2, Oth = Oth2 , w = 14 × Oth1 −Oth2
R(t + 1) cal = R(t) × (1 + w × (Oth − O(t))
calculate R(t + 1)min or R(t + 1)max using Equation (4)
else if O(t) > Oth2 then
congestion state value = 3, Oth = Oth2 , w = 1
if R(t) ≥ R f air−shared then
R(t + 1) cal = R(t) × (1 + w × (Oth − O(
t))

18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

O(t)−O

1
2

× R(t)
calculate R(t + 1)min or R(t + 1)max using Equation (4)
else if R(t) < R f air−shared then
R(t + 1) cal = 2.0 × R(t)
calculate R(t + 1)min or R(t + 1)max using Equation (4)
end if
end if
end for
R(t + 1) = R(t + 1)min + γ × ( R(t + 1)max − R(t + 1)min )
return R(t + 1)
R(t + 1) cal = min ( R(t + 1)cal ,

5. Evaluation
This section describes the series of experiments that we conducted to evaluate the
performance of the proposed mechanism. We developed SRMCC and PerIfwithECN [31]
over NS-2 [14] and used the implementations for TFMCC [24] and ASMP [26] that were
previously developed in NS-2. First, we performed basic technical verification on SRMCC,
then compared SRMCC with TFMCC, ASMP, and PerIfwithECN with regard to throughput,
bandwidth utilization, and packet loss rate. Finally, we compared the overhead of the
four mechanisms.
5.1. Simulation Setup
The simulation topology is shown in Figure 4. We set various experiment scenarios
to investigate the performance. In scenarios 1 and 2, the bandwidths of the links between
R0–R1 were set to 5 Mbps and 2 Mbps, respectively. And in scenario 3, the bandwidths
of the links between R0–R1 and between R1 and each receiver were set to 2 Mbps and
1.5 Mbps, respectively. In the above three scenarios, there was one multicast traffic and
two TCP traffic. Then, in scenario 4, we tested the responsiveness of SRMCC, TFMCC,
ASMP, and PerIfwithECN to changes of competing traffic, and the bandwidth of the link
between R0–R1 was set to 2 Mbps. According to [26], the bottleneck link was shared by
one multicast stream, two TCP flows, and one constant bit rate (CBR) applications. At the
beginning of the simulation, the first TCP flow (TCP1) was transmitted with the multicast
stream. At the 30th second, the second TCP flow (TCP2) started transmission. And it
stopped transmission at the 120th second. The CBR application started transmission at
600 kb/s at the 80th second, and stopped transmission at the 170th second.
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R0–R1 was set to 2Mbps. According to [26], the bottleneck link was shared by one multicast stream, two TCP flows, and one constant bit rate (CBR) applications. At the beginning of the simulation, the first TCP flow (TCP1) was transmitted with the multicast
stream. At the 30th second, the second TCP flow (TCP2) started transmission. And
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kb/s at the 80th second, and stopped transmission at the 170th second.
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Table 1. Experiment parameters.
Parameter

Parameter
The maximum queue
length ( Qmax )
1
of
queue
occupancy
ratio (O
The threshold
The maximum
queue length
(𝑄
th1 ) )
TheThe
threshold
2
of
queue
occupancy
ratio
O
) (𝑂
(
threshold 1 of queue occupancyth2
ratio
Weighting factor α
The thresholdPacket
2 of queue
size occupancy ratio (𝑂
Weighting
α
Rate selection
factor factor
(γ )
Rate adaptation
cycle
Packet
size
Simulation
time factor (𝛾)
Rate selection
The rate of CBR application
Rate adaptation cycle
Initial rate of multicast
Simulation time

Value

)
)

Value
50 packets
0.2550 packets
0.50 0.25
0.9
1000 bytes0.50
0.15 0.9
4.0 × RTT
1000 bytes
200 s 0.15
600 Kb/s
4.0 × 𝑅𝑇𝑇
50 Kb/s
200s

5.2. Basic Performance of SRMCC
5.2.1. Experiments on the Setting of Value γ
We performed a series of experiments to explore the effect of parameter γ on SRMCC
performance in the first three scenarios. Figure 5a represents the ratio of the multicast
throughput to TCP throughput under different rate selection factors γ, and Figure 5b
represents the packet loss rate of multicast traffic under different rate selection factors γ.
As shown in Figure 5, as the value of γ increases, both the throughput ratio of multicast
traffic using SRMCC to TCP traffic and the packet loss rate are on the rise. Figure 5 shows
that SRMCC can achieve good performance in a relatively wide range of γ. In particular,
when γ = 0.15, the throughput ratio is closest to 1 and the packet loss rate is equal to or
close to 0, which can simultaneously achieve optimal performances when it comes to TCP
friendliness and packet loss rate. Therefore, we set γ to 0.15 in our experiments.
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5.3. Performance Comparison with ASMP, TFMCC, and PerIfwithECN
In summary, SRMCC is able to achieve good protocol fairness, scalability, and a low
5.3.1. loss
Throughput
packet
rate, and can be well applied to scenarios where multiple multicast groups exist.
Figure 7 presents the achieved throughput of multicast receivers of each mechanism
under different bottleneck link bandwidths and the scenario of dynamic competing traffic,
respectively. Figure 8 presents the comparison of average throughput of the multicast and
TCP under different scenarios.
From Figure 7, it can be seen that the throughput of SRMCC is significantly improved, and SRMCC responds faster to the dynamic changes of competing traffic than the
other three mechanisms. Compared with ASMP, the throughput of SRMCC is improved
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5.3. Performance Comparison with ASMP, TFMCC, and PerIfwithECN
5.3.1. Throughput
Figure 7 presents the achieved throughput of multicast receivers of each mechanism
under different bottleneck link bandwidths and the scenario of dynamic competing traffic,
respectively. Figure 8 presents the comparison of average throughput of the multicast and
TCP under different scenarios.
From Figure 7, it can be seen that the throughput of SRMCC is significantly improved,
and SRMCC responds faster to the dynamic changes of competing traffic than the other
three mechanisms. Compared with ASMP, the throughput of SRMCC is improved by
11.3%, 8.3%, 0.9% in scenarios 1–3, respectively. The throughput of TFMCC is the largest.
However, in Figure 8, except for in scenario 4, TFMCC consumes a higher bandwidth share
than TCP connections. For example, we observe that TFMCC consumes on average 151.8%
of the expected bandwidth share, while a TCP only consumes 72.6% of its share under a
bottleneck link bandwidth of 5 Mbps. Our assessment is that, given the multiple TFMCC
streams in the internet, TCP will suffer from starvation because TFMCC consumes more
bandwidth than TCP streams when sharing the same bottleneck link. It can be seen
that
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TFMCC is the least TCP-friendly, and the increase in its throughput comes at the expense
of TCP’s throughput.
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5.3.2. Bandwidth Utilization
In contrast, ASMP and SRMCC are more TCP-friendly than TFMCC. ASMP consumes
Bandwidth utilization is an important indicator that should not be ignored. To evalless bandwidth than TCP, except in the scenario 3. In all of the experiments, SRMCC
uate transmission performance, we also tested the bandwidth utilization of multicast trafconsumes less bandwidth share than TCP connections. Therefore, SRMCC is more TCPfic
and total bandwidth utilization of all traffic under different bottleneck link bandwidths
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5.3.2. Bandwidth Utilization
Bandwidth utilization is an important indicator that should not be ignored. To evaluate
transmission performance, we also tested the bandwidth utilization of multicast traffic and
total bandwidth utilization of all traffic under different bottleneck link bandwidths and
scenarios. Owing to the fact that each competing stream in scenario 4 started and stopped
at different times, we compared the bandwidth utilization between the 80th second and the
120th second, since four streams coexisted during this period.
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On the other hand, in Figure 9a, the bandwidth utilization of TFMCC is 19.7%, 3.8%,
On the other hand, in Figure 9a, the bandwidth utilization of TFMCC is 19.7%, 3.8%,
and 7.8% higher than that of SRMCC in scenarios 1, 2 and 3, respectively, However, the
and 7.8% higher than that of SRMCC in scenarios 1, 2 and 3, respectively, However, the
total bandwidth utilization of the two is almost the same, and the difference is less than
total bandwidth utilization of the two is almost the same, and the difference is less than
1%. This is because when TFMCC and TCP coexist, TFMCC greatly squeezes out TCP
traffic, which also verifies the conclusion of the last section that TFMCC is extremely
unfriendly to TCP. However, the situation with PerIfwithECN is the opposite of TFMCC.
Although the total bandwidth utilization of PerIfwithECN and SRMCC is similar, the
former is mainly contributed by TCP, and the bandwidth utilization of multicast streams
under PerIfwithECN is extremely low. Therefore, the multicast under PerIfwithECN cannot
coexist with TCP fairly.
Moreover, taking into account the conclusions of the last section, we can conclude that
SRMCC achieves almost the same total bandwidth utilization as TFMCC and PerIfwithECN
under the same link conditions, while maintaining better TCP friendliness than ASMP. In
addition, it can be seen from Figure 8 that the increase in total bandwidth utilization of
SRMCC is contributed to by both SRMCC and TCP.
5.3.3. Packet Loss Rate
We compared the packet loss rate for the mechanisms under the four scenarios. As
shown in Figure 10, the packet loss rates of SRMCC and PerIfwithECN are almost 0 in all
experiment scenarios. However, the packet loss rates of TFMCC and ASMP are higher.
In particular, except for in scenario 1, the packet loss rate of ASMP is about 2%. It can be
seen that the proposed SRMCC mechanism can significantly reduce the packet loss rate,
and this is because it adjusts the rate based on the congestion state indicated by the queue
occupancy ratio, while also controlling the queue occupancy ratio by introducing a rate
selection factor. Keeping in mind the conclusions of Section 5.3.1, it can be verified that by
reasonably setting the value of the rate selection factor, a balance between packet loss rate
and throughput can be achieved.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, a single-rate multicast congestion control mechanism called SRMCC
was proposed for ICN. It can adaptively increase or decrease rates when the network is
underutilized or about to become congested. To this end, we designed the format of MCC
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In summary, SRMCC not only performs better than other classic multicast congestion
control mechanisms in terms of other indicators, but it also reduces overhead. Therefore,
the proposed SRMCC is effective.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a single-rate multicast congestion control mechanism called SRMCC
was proposed for ICN. It can adaptively increase or decrease rates when the network is
underutilized or about to become congested. To this end, we designed the format of MCC
messages, a router-assisted awareness of the network congestion state, MCC message
transmission and aggregation mechanism. In order to adjust the rate reasonably, we
introduced a rate selection factor. Moreover, we innovatively proposed a fair shared rate
estimation method to achieve protocol fairness. The simulation results demonstrate the
significant advantages of the proposal in this paper over other mechanisms in throughput,
total bandwidth utilization, packet loss rate, and overhead. In addition, our proposal
maintains protocol fairness and improves TCP friendliness.
In the future, important issues, such as how to extend this mechanism to scenarios
with variable access bandwidth, such as wireless networks, will be explored. In addition,
we will further explore the combination of a multicast congestion control mechanism and
reliable multicast protocol to provide better transmission performance.
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